Exposure to lead can happen
in two ways:
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Inhalation
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By breathing dust
and fumes.

Ingestion
By eating or by
hand to mouth.
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www.elsia-web.org

This leaflet is produced by ELSIA and the International Lead
Association (ILA) and contains information, advice and guidance to
help lead sheet installers, however readers are advised that
practices may vary between different countries. The information in
this publication has been compiled from professional sources, but
its accuracy is not guaranteed. Whilst every effort has been made to

This leaflet shows you how
to work safely with lead sheet.

ensure accurate and expert information and guidance, it is
impossible to predict all the circumstances in which it may be used.
Accordingly, to the extent permitted by law, ELSIA or ILA shall not be
liable to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage

Keep Clean
Keep Healthy
Keep Working

caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by what is
contained in or left out of this information and guidance.
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1. Apply a barrier cream before
starting work

2. Always wear gloves when
handling lead

3. Ensure masks are clean and
fit properly. Check filters or use
disposable masks

4. Always wear a mask when
working with lead

5. Beards can prevent masks
sealing properly

6. Don’t smoke when working
with lead

7. Never eat or drink when
working with lead

8. Keep your hands away from
your face

9. Don’t bite your fingernails
and keep them cut short

10. Use tissues rather than a
handkerchief

11. Handle dusty overalls
with care

12. Remove work wear before
leaving site

13. Wash hands and face
thoroughly before eating
and smoking and when you
finish work

14. Use heavy duty hand wipes if
running water is not available

15. Always wash overalls
separately

16. Make sure your blood lead
levels are tested at least annually
if working regularly with lead
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